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AD ASTRA
Quite a storm has been 
^raging recently, in fan 

pro-mags alike, 
about editingf 

Fans of 
various

- & 
shades of 
opinion have 
written, at length 
and pointedly. Un
fortunately, however 
good many of these contribu
tors, being neither authors 
editors, have sh am quite pl 
that they co not know what they are 
talking about.

Authors have aired their views; 
but it has seemed ro me that their 
articles have rw en far more remark
able for what they did n^t say than 
for what they sold. And, after all 
this is natural enough. Authors 
write* I er a living, and they cannot 
be expected to •‘■-’ntagonize delibera
tely " men who will accent or re-

thef

hims 
to r 
han:?

rv?.'

...r forthcoming stories, 
ktors have also expressed 
v-vee. But, ironic ally enough, 

; 1 A the one who has defended 
, most vigorously his right' 

, and to edit as he sees fit, 
:ns to be the lightest and most 
fil wislder of the blue-pencil 
whom I nave ever had any deal- 

: a visit witn certain of the
01 AD ACTRA which I enjoyed 

this thing of editi
gone into at some length, and ; was 

inal-
ly I was asked to do a bit of con
tributing upon the subject. After 
due deliberation I agreed-- for, not 
being an author at all, but a chem
ist xho does some writing on the 
side, I am in the enviable and un
assailable position of being able 
to tell the Full and unvarnished 
truth as I see it, without fear of 
consequences. I can swing from the 
heels, without pulling my punches; 
since it makes very little difference 
to me-- none at all, from a bread- 
and butter standpoint-- whether or 
not certain editors like what I am 
going to say. My position is even 
stronger in that the only S-F editor
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with whom I now have or exnect to 
have'any dealings is one whom I 
like, admire, and’respect; as a 
man, as an author, and as an editor 
--^John W. Campbell, Jr. And,- to 
make myself even clearer if possi-

I will say now that if I did 
like- ths ■ way Campbell handles 
my stuff, I would not now be 

for ASTOUNDING.
I quit the old AMAZ
ING because the ed- 

itors insisted, 
^through • 

changes

manage- "
ment and
changes of ac
tual editors and 

EDITING “
despite my anguished 
yowls of protest-- upon re- 
writing my stories. Some of 
my yarns were well liked, anyway, 
but a couple of them suffered ter
ribly-- ’’Spacehounds” in particul
ar. You fans decided that it was 
the poorest novel I ever wrote: I 
still think that if it had been 
published as I wrote it, it would 
have been one of the best. I will 
not go into details on that, how
ever, as there is another and even 
worse example which is not ancient 
history, but is recent enough so 
all of you have read it.

I refer to "Robot’s Nemesis"
published in 
of thrilling 
low, is one 
indefensibly 
inal jobs of

the June, 1939; issue 
WONDER. There, «fe]io 
of the lousiest, most 
and senselessly crim
sheer butchery that 

was ever inflicted upon a story. 
.When it appeared originally, as 
part of COSMOS in the old FANTASY, 
it was rated excellent. As rewrit
ten for the Tenth Anniversary TWS 
(at the repeated urging of editor 

please note) Iand editor’s agent, 
know darn well that 
better. But when I 
tor’s version of it 
nized it, and I got 
haven’t cooled down 

it was still 
read the edi- 
I hardly recog- 
so mad that I 
yet. Four

times I started to write in about 
it, but had to cancel---those let
ters were nothing to send through
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uncle Sam’s Mail! This way, of 
airing my squawk to a lot of good' 
S-F readers? will be a lot better> 
anyway-- writing to the editor 
wouldn’t have done a bit of good.

’’Robot’s Nemesis” was advertised 
as a novelette. It was never that; 
it was a short story-- of between 
7500-3000 words. As published, 
however (at a gues;?, without meas
uring it) it was out to about 6500 
wordsc Everything that gave it 
connection, coherence-, plausibili
ty, conviction, or reason was cut 
out: practically the only thing 
that was neither deleted nor revis
ed was the bl cc 1-and- thunder., I 
don’t wonder that you all thought 
it stunk. I thought so myself. It 
did, and it still does-- ir svinks 
to high Heaven. It was cut enough 
to spoil it, but.the editing cert
ainly finished uhe job-- the con
versation was enough to physic a 
snipe. Thus:

”...si nee he is Admiral-in
Chi sf of our side, the Blues. One 
slip nay ruin the whole plan, give 
the Reds, our supposed enemy in 
these maneuvers, a victory, and 
get us all disrated,” And this:

”Can you release some of the 
ships from the automaton’s yoke, after all?” ■ ’

Good Lord! Who, with even half 
a brain, or with even the most rud
imentary conception of what the re
ality of space-battle would be like, 
could possibly POSSIBLY put such 
tripe into the mouths of hard-boil
ed and hard-pressed officers of a 
space-navy? I could quote such 
brainless yammerings for pages,but 
I won-t-- it'would be too painful 
and, .after all, I can’t take up the 
whole issue of Ajj ASTRA with my yow- 
lings- I'll just say that almost 
the whole yarn was rewritten, down 
to.the intelligence of a uot-too- 
brighT ten-year-old moron, and let 
it go at that., • • 
- u have never written down to a 
reader in my life, and I never will. 
Not only is it silly and disgusting 
and repulsive, but it is also un
necessary, undesirable, and (I firm
ly believe) unprofitable. Some wd- 
tors seem to think that the S-F 
group has a mental age of about eight,
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but I, personally, do note- Science 
Fiction has a clientele far above 
the average reader-group in intel
ligence and in education,' and I am 
convinced that they want and should 
be given, something to read that 
they really can sink their teeth 
into. This idea, I think, has been 
borne out by the history of various 
publications-- the ones that have 
dished out the most pap and tripe- • 
have folded up or changed editors 
and managements quickest and oit-en- 
est4

There is no doubt at all- in my 
mind that we S-F fans (I am' a lot • 
more of a fan than I am an author, 
and I read a lot mere than I write) 
form a group absolutely unique in 
literature.. We are the tightest- 
knit, the staunchest, the most loy
al and st the same time the most 
critical group of readers known to 
any branch cf literary endeavor. 
And right here 1 am going blear out 
on the limb by saying that we are 
the most intelligent and best in
formed group of readers existant—- 
and that goes for all the massed’ - 
readers of the Atlantic Monthly and 
all the highbrows of the -Black Bay.’ 
Hence the question-- why, in all ■ 
the iridescent hells of mythology, 
do editors write down to readers- * 
who- neither require nor want it?'

Nor is writing down all that ed
itors do. Also, they ’juggle and 
change stuff around-- aimlessly, 
pointlessly, just 1© be different 
-- often to the complete obscure- 
ment of the carefully-worked-out ’ 
pojnt of a whole sequence. Miriam- 
Bourne did a lot of that in ’’Space- 
hounds”. There is a lot of it going 
on now, too; but, since it isn't 
happening to me and I don't want'to 
drag anyone else into this brawl, I 
can’t give names and page numbers. 
As I said before, professional au-- • 
thors (even really good ones--  
top-notchers) have to take it. There 
is a lot of good, solid writing done 
that you boys don't see because some 
dumb editor gets his- dirty work' in 
first. The authors don't have to* 
like it, but they have to take it,, 
without public squawking.

Maybe such editors have a Hitler



complex, or perhaps they think 
that they can write better stories 
than can the authors whose names 
they use. Somebody should suggest 
to such that they v.rrite their own 

„ stories-- or, if they have to have 
established names, that they write 
the stories, send the MSS to the 
authors for OK’s (would they get 
them? I WONDER!) and pay half
rates, say, for the use of said 
namesi

Editors are supposed to know
<• .^.t the public wants. Some of r. 
them actually do. Others certain
ly do not, and I can prove it by 
record. Some years ago, the then editor of WOT-T)^ STORIES published 
in a fan magazine, under the slog
an ’’What we reject, others print''" 
(The wording may net be exact) a 
list of stories which he had rejec
ted. One of them was “Flight on 
Titan”, by Stanley Weinbaum, ore of 
the best stories written by'that 
marvelous young writer; another was 
"Triplanetary”, by myself, Rejec
ting "Flight■on Titan” was bad en
ough-- even though Weinbaum was ’ 
unknown then, an editor is suppos
ed to be able to see quality in 
the typed page in and of itself--  
but to ’brag about!!!!!

Also, I admit that accidents 
happen. I know, because a partic
ularly distressing one happened to 
.the ending of ’’Galactic Patrol”. I 
worked on that ending for days. I 
did what I had always wanted to see 
done-- ended a story exactly at the 
grand climax. I arranged things 
very carefully, so that I could do 
it-- gathered up all loose ends be
forehand, so there would be nothing 
left dangling; so that the reader 
would sigh in relief and feel per
fectly satisfied when he read "THE 
END”. And then, by some freak of 
fate, the printer left off those 
words entirely-- the two words with
out which the story didn’t end at 
all, but left everybody gasping and 
turning pages frantically trying to 
find the rest of the yc.rn! • What a 
difference a comma, a dash, and two 
words can make.' However, that was 
nobody’s fault. It was orobably the only serial ever oublished in 
which somebody's error did away 

with "THE END”; and it was simply 
unfortunate that it also happened 
to be the only serial ever writt 
whose entire fulfillment depends i 
upon those two words!

In my discussion with Editor 
Reinsberg he suggested that a lot 
depended upon the authors, that 
some writers might need even more 
cutting than they got. This is un
doubtedly true, but this article 
is not concerned with that angle. ’r 
am dealing with my own personal ex- 
"peripnees and with what has been 
done’ by various editors to the work 
of one man-- myself. And as a res
ult of those experiences-- influ
enced slightly, if at all, by the 
alleged experiendes of others--  I 
believe that Science Fiction needs 
better editors more than it needs 
better^ writers. And Old Doctor 
Smith's diagnosis of the most pre
valent editorial condition is that 
they know too darn much that isn't 
true. Host authors can write bet
ter’ than most editors can, and 
“someone should tell them these 
things".

And these conclusions bring out 
even more forcefully what an ex
ception Campbell is. For he was— 
and is—a writer of the biggest 
calibre. TTe can—and doe.s—write 
circles around nine out of ten of 
us. He would have every right’in' 
the world, with his background,' to 

■‘edit my stuff from stem to gudgeon: 
but of"all the editors who have 2 ; 
handled my stuff, he edits the.-., 
least. For instance, in a hasty 
scanning of the first installment 
of "Gf*ay Lensman” (I received the 
magazine only this morning, hence 
haven’t had time really to study 
it) I noticed only one word that 
has been changed, I had the nurse';, 
dance-frock of Earthly silk; Camp
bell made it nylon. A very good 
change-- undoubtedly nylon" will 
have replaced silk entirely in that 
future time.

Also, I'll bet that all of you 
enjoyed the episode of Kinnison and 
.Madam Desplaines, The idle flirta
tion between the cosmopolite and 
the society beauty, changing in mooJ 
so instantaneously to the bitterest, 
most implacable enmity between the
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Lensman and the zwilnik-- the tie-u - 
up with previous episodes-- the 
implication of. things to come. It 
took work, lot of it, to put into 
that brief passage the stuff that 
is really there, and any change--  
even one inconspicuous perhaps to 
the casual reader--  would have ru
ined it; would have destroyed all 
the between-the-lines philosophy. 
Campbell knew that, and let it al
one-- all too many editors would 
have butchered it« Describing a 
lady as a ’’bedroom-eyed Aldebaran* 
ian hell-cat” is not exactly nice, 
I admit-- but space in that yarn 
is decidedly at a premium, that ac
tion had to go fast, and that is 
the only printable five-word, des
cription I could complie (and I 2., : 
compiled it, too^ boys; no fooling 
-- I figuratively sweat blood get
ting that episode exactly where I 
wanted it) from .all the words I 
know which could give a full, acc
urate, and complete description of 
that particular lady!

Also, another remarkable thing 
in a S-F editor, Campbell does not 
make any serious revisions of my 
stuff himself, but lets me do it. 
I have quarrels vdth him, of course. 
I really work on my stories, word 
by word, and I think that every 
word ihcm5 Ifinal ITS should be as 
unalterable as the laws of Medes 
and Persians (with a few notable 
exceptions, such as the nylon). In 
this connection, I made one change 
in one episode in ’’Gray Lensman” 
which I still think was a change 
for the worse. I howled like a 
wolf, but Campbell gave me his rear 
sons and I made the change-- yiel
ding as gracefully as possible.

There is still a doubt in my 
mind , however, as to which of us 
was right. I can say nothing fur
ther about it now, of course, since 
the episode has not yet been pub
lished; but after the yarn is all 
in print and if you readers should 
so desire, I’ll give you the orig
inal version and see which you 
think is better?

And in the meantime, if anyone— 
fan or editor—wants to take a sok 
at my old gra^ head^ hop to it!

******************************* 
* EDITOR’S NOTE: • *
* The proceeding frank article * 

is published as representing Dr. 
Smith's sentiments, but doesn’t 
necessarily represent the view
point of AD ASTRA or the staff. 
AD ASTRA is glad to open its 
pages to writers regardless of 
their opinions*. *it being our 
policy not to edit our contrib
utors’ material to any drastic 
extent. We thank Dr. Smith for 
his side of the "Editing” cont- 

* reversy and invite further dis- * 
* cussion on this topic. EDITOR * 
*******}(■*************************** *********************** ************

CONDENSED STATISTICAL 
RESUME OF THRILLING WONDER. #XWS'

* 
by J ack Darrow

11 — AIR WONDER STORIES

*4* *4^ *4* »| • *4' *4*
*4^ •4' *4' *4* *4* *4* *4^ ^4* ^4*

No.

12 — SCIENCE WONDER STORIES
3 -- SCIENCE WONDER QUARTERLIES
5 — WONDER STORIES (large)

12 — WONDER STORIES (small)
12 — WONDER STORIES (large 25c)
5 — WONDER STORIES (large 15c)
5 — WONDER STORIES (large 25c)
9 — WONDER STORIES QUART. (50 c)
2 — WONDER STORIES QUART. (25c)

19 — WONDER STORIES (25c)
5 — WONDER STORIES (15c)
2 — WONDER STORIES (bimonthly 15)

103 issues
DO THRILLING WONDER STORIES (bi
123- monthly 15c)..to date.
issues grand total
Editors: Hugo Gernsback; David Las- 
ser; Charles D. Hornig; Mort Weisin- 
ger.
First issue: SCIENCE WONDER: June, 
1929. First TWS August, 1936.
Artists: Paul, Brown, Wesso, Mar
chi onij Schneeman, Dold, Morey, 
Winter, etc.*********************************** 
Further information may be obtained 
by writing the author or AD ASTRA.-• 
Next resume: ASTOUNDING STORIES..
(SCIENCE FICTION now ” STORIES ” dicpp^



• My compliments-to Mr. Leslie A. 
Crouth for his ’’Good Old Days” ar
ticle in the September' AD ASTRA--  
and my answer to'his challenge.

Croutch wants me to promise to 
run any Long* great-idea .story that 
Fearn, Smith;, or some other of the ■ 
established writers turns out,. Y^il, 
so far as Smith goes, we’re running 
currently, his long (100,000 word)- 
novel with plenty of strong, new 
ideas. . . - •

Those are-not the'reasons we’re 
running it. We’re running it in 
Astounding because it’s an extreme
ly strong, exciting and interest
holding story. Smith spent two 
years plotting, replotting, refin
ing, and placing incident, then 
writing, rewriting and polishing. 
He has a mind as logical.' and. exact 
as a calculating machine. In all 
his stories, he has made very, very 
fevz p^ain out-and-out slips in sci
ence, His material not only pre-- 
sents strong, new ideas; it" backs 
them up with a logic and detail 
thatgives_them reality and believ
ability. ±f he does come to an in
surmountable block of present-day 
science, .something he must overcome 
to carry on his story, he does it 
in a bold, yet permissable way. in
stance:^ in his first ’’Skylark” sto
ry, he had to have his ship exceed 
the speed of light, which is plain 
contrary to the basic, principles of 
the constitution of space. Smith 
didn't overlook the point, elide it 
gently by not mentioning it. He 
had imagination enough to say----  
through his character--  ”We are 
exceeding the speed of light. Tha?- 
eforej since this is fact and the 
theories.-that said we couldn’t were 
theories, the theories were wrong.” 
Period.

Dr. Smith's stories are better 
for their scope and differentness 
of their ideas; the scope and ideas 
however, do not, per se, make them 
acceptable. Every week, here at 
the office, I get1 stories with id
eas of greater scope, with yet more 

-JOHN WCPMPBELLM 
grandiloquent magnificence-- and. 
bounce them hard, because the auth
or can't begin to handle his idea,' 
or can't write. Ideas? Ye gods,ab 
idea isn't worth two hoots in Hades.’ 
Turn loose some author ynth a pro-’ 
mi se • of accepting anything up to arid 
including 100,000’ words if he has a 
grandiloquent idea? Idea won’t 
make a story; you absolutely must 
have’a use for the idea, a plot and 
a tense story-- and those don’t 
come, 'just because you want them.■

No, story outweighs idea a hun
dred times. Presentation outweighs 
both together-- and none of the 
three is worth a mil a word if it 
isn’t handled by someone who can 
write.

Hone of you who only read the- 
magazines can appreciate that to the 
extent the editor who sees all the 
stuff sent" in can,• A psychologist 
•studies'the insane, the abnormal, 
to learn better the essentials of 
normality. An editor, seeing the 
results of pure grandiose idea, 
.pure plot, etc., can judge better 
what is really behind the- success 
of a good .story. The worst story 
published in any science fiction 
magazine is at least a hundred times 
better than the average manuscript 
received.

As to length: It helps a story- a- 
lot, I know that. But readers 
don't ’like magazines with only three 
or four stories, in general. There 
Is too much chance that the might 
not like two of them---and find most 
of their money wasted, so far as 
they’re concerned. (Don’t say make 
..all three or four good - stories. You 
may have liked story A, and howled 
at" the terribleness of story B. OK. 
Somebody else is sure to wail at 
the dullness of story A, and praise 
story B to the skies. -If everybody 
liked the same thing, it would be 
nice, but exceedingly dull in the 
world.) Therefore, we need short
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stories.

Short stories can be good---it’s 
just harder to make•them good. How 
about "The Command", "Helen OrLoy", 
dozens of■others that were ranked 
high by the.readers? Some nice id
eas simply don’t make long stories.

Finally, one story that Croutch 
mentioned as being good, "Who Goes 
There?", I am particularly well ac
quainted with. I know its inner, 
mechanism, so to speak. It did not 
have a great idea. It was not a 
ten-part serial. If it had been • 
stretched to that length, it would 
have, been a ghastly flop; I have 
good reason to know, further, that 
that story is an example of exactly 
what Croutch deplores. It was cut 
from a 35r000 word three-part serial 
to make a complete story. And it 
was much improved by the pruning a-* 
way of excess verbiage. The mater
ial summarized in the first'scene 
of the story as it appeared, was, 
in the original version, carried 
out in detail.

• That comment is merely'to indic
ate that rules don’t hold, hard and 
fast, in science fiction. Trimming 
can be no end of a help. It can, 
equally, I -know, be damaging'.

"Who Goes There?" did not have a 
grandiose idea, or a new one. It . 
was the dear old monster-frozen-in- 
the-ice-comes-alive-when-thawed-out 
plot. It didn't involve a single 
new, or remarkable weapon-—for 
which fact it was praised, by some.

But it seems to have been liked. 
Why? ” ■ '■ • •• ■

Perhaps because, resigning an at
tempt at new and marvelous concepts, 
it developed in realistic detail 
scenes entirely within the compre
hension of the reader, scenes close 
enough to him, with methods and dif
ficulties understandable enough to 
him, to drag him down into that An
tarctic camp and nail him down with 
the characters, to feel a bit of the 
tensity they felt.

I won’t accept Mr. Croutch’s cha
llenge. He’d be fearfully annoyed 
at the quality of the material I’d 
be apt to get if length and magnil
oquence of idea alone swayed my jud
gement. I will not accept a grand

4 . . ....

idea-- unless- the author can do 
something with.it. I will trim- ev
ery long story I get-- unless all 
the length is used in telling the 
story, in pacing it, moving it' on. 
And I’ll- continue reading my way 
hopefully through something more 
than 20,000,000 words a year, try
ing to select some 2,000,000 words 
a year for Unknown and Astounding— 
and hoping that, somewhere in that 
mass., new names with long, - strong 
storiesj with really powerful and 
moving ideas appear. New names 
.have-- John Berryman---A.E. van 
_Vogt-—in the most recent months. 
Others will.

But I buy stories-not ideas 
alone, nor length alone.

The End
* . .

* THOMAS P. KELLEY *
* - *

* by *
* *

*. LESLIE A CROUTCH *
* *

******h**h*********************:U
August 19th, 1939, I took a 

week’s vacation and -journeyed t’o- the 
"Queen City" . -Toronto. It was’’re.al- 
ly a busmans' holiday. I’m a radio
man in trade and I naturally had -a 
good look about when down there. But 
that isn’t the gist of this bit- of 
typing. The fact-is, I write to - 
John Hollis Mason, -who wrote the 
autobiography on Kelley in Spaceways, 
and I had gotten him to promise to 
see if I could meet Kelley while 
•'.there. I didn’t but---and therein 
lies a mite of a true yarn.

Monday the 21st was the evening 
I thought I would see him, but it 
turned out Mrs. Kelley was ill so I 
couldn’t very well barge in on him. 
"I"? More like "We" as Mason and 
Howes, another collecting fiend, 
were with me. But I talked with 
the author by phone from Mason's 
place, and I got a bit of info from 
him and also arrived at a few defi
nite conclusions regarding the man 
himself, and also from what Mason 

((Continued on page 12. ))

with.it
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********************************************************************^ 
"ARRIVAL” by Arthur Jayburks Ackerman (a sequel to ’’Outward Bound”)*********************************** -^.>< ***********************************  •

New York: Journey's End: Life Begins.’ As our trans c ont? nen- 
tal train pulled into Penne Sta. , NY.C, we^-Morojo & I — scarcely coud b- 
liev our senses...that-we had traveld 3000 miles (an unprecedented trip 
for either of us)...that here we were in Skyscraper City...that within 
moments we shoud b amongst those famous fan & editors. . .

. Suddenly------
there outside our window was Ray Bradbury-v-good old Ray.’ the clown of 
Los Angeles town, our pal who had preceeded us by bus—&, by Gus!, was 
not that familiar face Charlie Hornig? thrice-welcomed to LA & now'gree
ting us for the firstime in his own territory’ Charlie, allasmile, & 
exuberant Ray with a copy of the WSFC Souvenir Journal (’’the golden- 
book") to show us rite away; then--there were those nevz faces.'. DAW in 
the raw...not a foto, not a description, not a sketch...but the actual 
living breathing Donald Allen Wolheim.' (Now I have forgotten for the 
nonce whether Don's middle-name is speld with an ”e” or an "a”--shades 
of Poe & England -& have no way of checking up; so fo’give it, Don,’ if I 
pickt the rong ’unj Yes. Don Wolheim, "young Mr Lincoln with an umbre
lla". & in rapid succession I was introduced to others—I say I, it re
ady was we. ofcorse, Morojo being there too—but too many & too quickly 
for me to keep account of them all. I frankly didntinoe "Doc’.1 Lowndes 
was‘with us til 5 or 10 minutes had passt. I noe now that bside Don, 
Ray, & "Doc" there were Fred Pohl, Jack'Gillespie & Cyril Kornbluth. 
Everybody took, some of our luggage—we had 3 suitcases,tl handbag , -2 
briefcases, typriter, 2 pillows, file of fotos (250 fantascience film 
stills), & miscellaneous mags, & illustrations acquired at Rap's during 
our Chica-go-stoio...

To the YMCA where Ray was staying we went.’ Dis
covering accomodations coud not b secured there til 1:00 in the after- • 
noon, Charlie volunteerd to help Morojo find a place, while I checkt the 
baggage, then went off vzith the boys to St., & Smith’s. My impressions of 
Penn. Sta.-was a Turkish Bath; &• on the sidewalks of NYC it surely was 
Hades! The first of many hey-days!

As we walkt Ray talkt Technocracy 
vzith Wolheim, & I got acquainted with the dry-wit of Kornbluth, who is 
not a person but an attitude. I shoud describe him as the pinnacle of 
all that is cynical. He is immensely amusing. He insulted me constant
ly. I like him.

Campbell, in a chemist’s smock, was quite cordial. He 
had us rate the then-current copy of Astounding, it seeming to b about’ 
a tossup, in our bunch, btween "Trends" & "Greater Than Gods", for top, 
with the Vogtale a sure 2d. Unknown was also rated & vze lookt at the 
next issues & the coming covers & Campbell made suggestions on a plot 
Bradbury brot forth. Illustrations to b auctiond he turnd over to me 
to be deliverd to the Convention Committee. • ••

where I gon settled 
around

We returnd to the YMCA
, met Moro jo & Charlie 5: went to lunch at the Automat 

the corner. I shall now give the exact menu cf what everybody 
eat. (& Bob Tucker froths at the mouth & faints*.. 5 min.
Assuming that Bob has now recoverd, I shall continue, making b- 

) After the ‘‘inner-fan" .atisfyd, Moro jo retired to her "hotelo" to get ready for the 
Esperanto "kunveno" that "vespero". (We wove in & out of the" WSFC & the 
32d Natl Esp-Kongreso while there.) Charlie, Ray & I browsed along Bdwy 
& m the eve ate again at the Eat-o-mat. The Futurians had left us after

had to
pause. Assuming that Bob has now recoverd, I c 
liev U have all read the menu in the meantime.) 
had been ------
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lunch; As I was about to join’Charlie & Morojo at a table they had 
found, sortie one called my name, I turnd'-around &-blow me down if twarnt 
’’Baity” J ' With him was Dale Hart, & it is my recollection that Walt Sul
livan, Julius 'Hohl & Ossie Train were there too, Enyhoo, I sat & chat- 
terd with ’em-; & after awhile my food seemd to b gone, tho I didnt re
member eating,, not that it.unatterd, as I never was very hungry .any time 
I was in New York,1 Then Morojo came over & Baity, one of the ^reat Dis
believers, had to admit the evidence of his eyes that "Stf’s Radigal”- 
actualy existed.’

& if U Stephans & Stephanies realy like this sort of 
thing? I probably can persuade Rose Veit to tell U about ”My Day: Sat 1 
Jly” m the next number of STELLA.

. ’ Mi vidos vinl

************************************************************************ 
* AD ASTRA'S BOOK REVIEW SECTION by Arthur L Widner Jr. *************************************************************************

THEY FOUND ATLANTIS
, by Dennis Wheatley

Published by J.B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia and London. Price $2.00

This is one of the better ’’Atlantis” stories. Similar to A. Conan 
Doyle’-s MARACOT DEEP but more plausible and modern. The characters are 
unusually human and unstereotyped for this type of fiction. They arO: 
Camilla,- a partly-spoiled, beautiful millionaress; her three suitors,- • • 
Vladimir, a Roumanian prince, Axel, a learned Swedish countj and Nicky, _ 
a crooning film star.- Sally, Camilla’s cousin, Nelson MacKay, a retired 
Bri tish naval officer, and Dr. Herman Tisch, the inventor of a super- 
bathysphere. Half the book is taken up with a fantastic kidnap plot, 
and sets the scene where the traditional cable-breaking occurs. You can 
start in on the 14th Chapter and still get a lot out of it as it becomes 
very interesting from there on.

. They get dru™ in by a huge net in a haul of fish, almost suffocate 
in the bathysphere, get out, and have several encounters with blind fish
men in subterranean tunnels before they arrive at the real Atlantis.- 
Everything is rosy for a while, until Nicky in a drunken rage', kills Dr. 
Tisch, after which the Atlanteans kick the whole party out again. The 
story rapidly approaches its climax, and ends with a surprise as far as 
the love interest is concerned, which is handled very well throughout 
the bock. De scriptions and theories are well presented, and all in all 
it is worth the time it takes to read it.
*^* + ^c*:* + >***5|:5***^:>f,f; * ^BV^Rl'I BET' {FNT ******’ic**:*::*:*’****:ic:*:**t*e’tc**’lc:****5*

In one fanmag-- Dick Wilson, '"Trudy” Hemken, Paul Freehafer, "Doc”
Lowndes, Loyis Kuslan, Sam Moskowitz, Elmer - Perdue,-Forry Ackerman, Mark 
Reinsberg, Morojo, Ray Pauley, Julius Unger, CSYoud, Fritz Leiber, N 
Gilbert Dancy, Everett F Bleiler, Alan P Roberts, Thos Hinmon, Dave Me- • 
LLwain, J Chapman Miske, Allen Glasser.’

THE VOICE OF THE IMAGINATION. Forum of Fandom...opinions, inquirys^ 
explanations, informations, indignations, amuzations...all for a dime, 
10c, the t part of a d’ Bx 6475 Met Sta, Los Angeles, Cal.............

It's CHICAGO IN 1940! ' '
World Science Fiction Convention Be there.'!.'
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There’s always 

something Charles 
Fortean about those 

By J. Harvey Haggard

ancient writers who dreamed of 
things ahead and beyond their time, 
things that have since materialized 
into-actuality. It smacks of necro- 
macy, of deep black magic, and all 
those unplumbed depths of etherical 
substance of existence. It has all 
the atmosphere of strangeness as 
frogs raining from the sky, statues 
drenching the ground with blood, a 
and the nameless aura of dread a- 
round the old crumbling idols of 
half-forgotten Easter Isle. o

It is to be doubted if any scien
ce fiction fan can escape a feeling 
of wonderment when recalling that 
their beloved Jules Verne, called 
the ’’father of science fiction" by 
many, was writing of vague dreams 
when he penned his masterful "Twen
ty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea", 
a sense of profound awe fpr the man 
whose mentality had the power to R 
probe ahead—into the FUTURE. For 
that is just what"he was doing. And 
no fan would label his £ at acciden
tal.

Yet after a moment of thought it 
is easy to realize that Jules Verne 
was not the first to dream of sub- 
oceanic traffic, nor was he the 
first to think of flying to the moon? 
Dim ages a savage sat at the sea
shore; gazing down into the shifting 
tide, and in his primeval mind was 
unformed dream of longing. Could 
he travel as the fish'travelled? 
What great deads might'thus be his! 
He invested his gods with such pow
ers, and thus perhaps came into'be
ing the first science fiction think
er. When he looked upward at a -new 
moon riding the sky and his mind 
formed pictures in the shading, is 
it to be wondered if he peopled tlat 
luminary with supposed godlike dwel
lers both similar and dissimilar to 
himself?

Jules Verne was born Feb. 8, 1828 
m Nantos, France. But let us push 

backward through ■ ' 
the lost centuries-, 

further into the dim
ming path of the vanished- ages-. In- 
1789 a volume of versified' science 
was published by an imaginative old 
gentleman whose greatest claim to 
posterity was that he was grand- 
father- to-be of the- reknown Charles
Darwin. •' ' • • ; * * -

• Backward,' backward through time 
we go, to Erasmus Darwin and his • 
"The- Botanic Garden", and as we 
probe the glimmering trail of Yest
erday let us see of what Darwin- was 
dreading when he- wrote:

"Led-by' the Sage-,- lo! • Britain’s 
sons: shall ghide

Huge- Sea-Balloons- beneath the tos
sing-tide;. '

. The diving' castles-, roofed- with 
spheric glass,

Ribbed- with strong oak and barrfd 
with bolts of brass,

• • Buoy’d with pure air- shall end- • 
• • less tracts pursue,
And -Priestley’s hand the vital flood 
renew— _ ,,• Then shall Britannia rule the-

• wealthy realms, 
Which Ocean's wide insatiate wave • 
o ’ erwhelms-;

•• Confine in netted bowers- his- sca- 
• ‘ ly flock,
Part- his blue plains, and people all 
his rocks,

. -Deep, in warm waves beneath the..
Line that roll,

Beneath the shadowy ice-isles of- the 
Pole, • •

Onward, through bright meandering
• vales-, afar, 

Obedient sharks shall trail her 
sc entered' car, •

• With harness’d necks the pearly- . 
flood disturb,

Stretch the- Silk rein, and champ the 
silver curb." . . . . ' . .. . . . ' ■

Shades of science fiction writers; 
Old Erasmus-, if alive today, might • * 
-have- ranked -with Weinbaum. Re didn’t 
forget to provide a scientific manner 
for rppieiii aging the ((Cont’d pg.12)
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((CONTINUING "Thomas P. Kelley* by 
Leslie A. Croutch))

has told me from time to- time.
Over the phone, Kelley sounds ; 

like an excited, active fellow with 
a world of enthusiasm in his voice. 
Mason tells' me that when Kelley gets 
an idea for a-story he gets so ex
cited he'll talk like a phono run 
wild on the subject. Anyway, I as- 

• ked him for some advance dope on 
yarns for AA, and got him started. 
Boy,- can that man roll off his Eg
yptian dates and history...he has 
them all at his fingertips. Dates 
and data on an idea for a forth
coming story on Helen of Troy came 
out like water through broken flood 
gates. And you could just sense 
the enthusiasm, the love for- his' 
work in his tense, fast voice-. Fast? 
Yes, he’s a fast talker all right. ’ • 
Anyway, this idea' for Helen of-/Tro# 
to be Titled "Face That Launched- A 
Thousand Ships”, is fostered by- leg 
gends he's picked up somewhere in-‘ 
his extensive' reading that Helen of- 
.Troy never’ reached her destination, 
•but was set off or marrooned on some.;, 
island’,..in the Mediterranean* His • •

'• idea is to write a story about her, 
and evidently-about the fact that 

/she is still-living. •
- • Kelley’s "After a Million Years',' 
he informed/me, will appear in Weird. 
Tales for Dec. 1939, running four 
months. Also, watch for his-. "The - * 

•‘Sea Gorilla" based on the monster-
in "I":Found Cleopatra". His "Island 
of Death was to be submitted very •’

■•shortly. Of course, the names may 
’/be changed, but here it'is,' for what 
it .13"' worth. .-
fl asked him if there!was any - 

chance That he would ever do a S*F’ 
yarn. -He laughed, and answered th£ 
it was possible. .He didn't say. yes 
...and then again, he didn't-say no.

This isn't much about him, I
-know, but he seems to be a tough 
person to get .anything juicy on. So 
this will have,- to suffice-,- and- as' a 
closing bit: from the impression I

‘got- of him over the phone, Thomas P. 
. Kelley is a darned nice -fellow.

. / • ... THE END . ; ;
************************************
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air in his submarine '’sea-balloon’1 
with oxygen, Joseph Priestly, a 
preacher-chemist driven out. of En
gland because of political views, 
had perfected the'process fifteen 
years before 1774, And you’ll 
have to give him credit for that 
original thought of hitching his 
Sea-Balloons behind a team of fast 
sharks.

Four decades ahead of Verne, 
Erasmus Darwin threw in a prophesy 
that anticipates the automobile, 
and then as though fearing some 
might doubt his powers, threw in 
a prevision of the steam-tug and 
airplane for good measure.

’’Soon shall thy arm, unconquered 
Steam’, afar

Drag the slow barge, or drive the 
rapid car;

Or on wide-waving wings expanded 
bear

The flying-chariot through fields 
of air. * c -. :
Fair crews triumphant,, leaning . 
from above,

Shall wave their fluttering, ’ker
chiefs p.s they move;
Or warrior-bands alarm the gapirg 
crowd ? ■'

And armies shrink beneath the ’ 
shadowy cloud.” • .?•

..Unfortunately, of course-, Eras
mus was born too soon, else he 
would have smacked the nail'right ■ / 
on the head, substituted gasolene •. 
motors for steam 'engines, .•'.which 
ftas pretty good guesswork for his •. 
day and age, back in the seventeen? 
hundreds, ashany one will.allow.

At the same time he wasn’t stri
king out blindly.into thin air, but 
did have a good idea- as to what? 
conditions would be lik-e in the: fu-' 
ture. It’s quite probable that he 
was a venerable old gentleman pos
sessed of humor and foresight, and 
not at all improbable- that he act
ually did believe in those things 
whereof he wrote.

And what a thrill would be his 
if he were but able to step out in
to this commonplace world of ours, 
today! For he would see his wild
est fancies come true!

(Part next issuS)- ••
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* PHILADELPHIA — CONVENTION *
♦ CITY *
* ♦
* By Robert A. Madle *
♦ **********************************

It is a well-known fact that 
Philadelphia isn’t noted for the 
large number of science fiction 
fans dwelling there. In fact,de
spite that it is the third largest 
city in the United States, it is 
noted for very little, with the 
exception of the number of cellar- 
dwelling baseball teams it devel
ops. -

However, it is noted in the 
science fiction world as being 
probably the smoothest-going sci
ence fiction city. In Philadel
phia you have never found two fac
tions attempting to cut each oth
er’s throats.. There has been only 
one science fiction organization; 
the Philadelphia Science Fiction 
Society, formerly the Philadelphia 
Science Fiction League. This or
ganization is composed of quite a 
few well-known S-F fans including 
Milton A. Rothman. John V. Baita
donis; Oswald Train, Robert A. 
Madle, Jack Agnew, etc. And let 
me repeat; the Philly fans love 
one another, and there has yet to 
be any dissension among members.

Perhaps that is the reason Phil
adelphia has sponsored so many 
conventions;■I don’t know. Anyway 
this article, requested by the Ed
itor, is supposed to summarize 
Philadelphia Convention .activity 
this far. This, I shall now at
tempt to do.

The first science fiction con
vention ever held materialized in 
October, 1936. The PSFS was infor
med by the New York Branch of the 
International Scientific Associa
tion to prepare for a visit from 
them. Little did either the PSFS 
nor the NYBISA realize that this 
historic gathering would be the 
forerunner of all subsequent con
ventions. However, to be brief, 
members William S. Sykora, Donald
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A, Wolheim, John B. Michel, David- • 
A, Kyle, Herbert Goudket, and Fred
erik Pohl, all active fans, arrived 
On masse on a chilly -Sunday mornii 
In mid-October. After hours of 
walking about the city discussing- 
science fiction, fantasy fiction, • 
and then some more science fiction, 
the members of the PSFS and NYBISA 
congregated at the home of Milton 
A. Rothman, then president of the 
PSFS, and conducted a somewhat or
derly meeting. One definite thing 
was accomplished; it was decided to 
hold the First Eastern Science Fic
tion Convention the following Feb
ruary in New York. As the- latter 
convention has little to de with- 
Philadelphia, I’ll just say that it 
was a howling success, and let it 
go ar that.

The following October (1937) •
Philadelphia again sponsored- a sci
ence fiction Convention. This con
vention will probably go down in CF 
history as bringing about the big
gest bombshell ever thrown at a ' • ‘ • 
group of poor unsuspecting S-F fans. 
For it was at this ipomentous gathei--- 
ing that Wolheim and' Michel present
ed their now-famous speech, ”MUTA-‘ • 
TION OR DEATH”. This, as some of 
you know, was the beginning of Mac. - 
elism, and caused some of the most 
furious arguing ever witnessed' or 
heard at a S-F convention, or any 
other convention, for that'matter. 
In a way, the Convention can be 
termed a failure, for it did noth
ing but introduce MICHELISM.to sci
ence fiction-- science fiction it
self was discussed very little due 
to the extreme length of time con
sumed by the furious argumentation. 
However, some persist that this was 
the turning point of fandom. It is 
■merely a matter of opinion.

One year later, October, 1938, 
Philadelphia fans again announced 
that they would hold a convention-- 
this -time to be known as the Philly 
Science Fiction Conference. This 
gathering was attended by about 35 
science fiction fans DESPITE THE . 
FACT THAT THE MICHELISTS BOYCOTTED 
IT I Yes, that actually happened--- 
according to some fans it was a 
blessing, no less! For those who
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attended were unanimous in stating 
that it was by far the most inter
esting and friendliest of all con
ventions? bar none. Lively and, 
interesting discussions pertaining 
to science fiction and science 
fiction organizations were held; 
Rothman presented a marionette sho^ 
and there was so much food that 
there was actually some remaining 
after all had departed on there 
various ways’. Everyone who attend
ed this conference left with a 
feeling of friendship and satis-. 
faction, realizing that there'can 
never be a more interesting group 
than when a number of fans convene.

• Now we all have reached October 
1939. Philadelphia'has again come 
forth with an announcement to the 
affect that she will sponsor anoth
er Philly Conference. We, the 
*c*:**:*:*:^*«5**:*-5lr>l<>V^*r*:*;}»'*<*t*:*:*<^*:*;5*>|cs(c*:*;*;*;*c*:

FAR WEST FACTS by ’’Farwest Jack 
Erman”

* *

Philadelphia Science Fiction Socie
ty, expect this one to■surpass all 
others> For one thing, fans are - 
coming from as far west as Chicago 
and Bloomington, Illinois to attend 
At this meeting> to be held 10 days 
from the date of this writing, we 
expect to accomplish numerous things. 
Of primary interest will be the ac
tual organizing of the forthcoming 
CHICAGO WORLD SCIENCE FICTION CON
VENTIONto be held in 1940. And 
let me cast a hint and say that •• ■ 
there will possibly be another 
bombshell thrown (perhaps more than 
one) for the Michelists have announ> 
ced that they are coming en masse.- 
What will happen when combatting • 
factions convene in one- room? Only 
Ghu can answer the- question now. Bui 
it.,,is obvious , that something will ■ 
occur, and this forthcoming confer
ence may well be another turning 
point in science.fiction fandom. 
****** * * * * * ***>!'>!'******^** + 4:’k4:*^****-?

* * ** * * jic s> * * * * * ** * * * *** * * >!:*$ * * * sfc * * * 4.

A few times a yr there r 5 Thursdays in a month, in wich case 
it has bcom customary for mems of the Los Angeles Science Fiction Leag' 
Chapter to meet at a fellow fan’s house. At the end of August the xtra 
Thurs ocurd, in consequence of wich the imagi-natives went to Ray Brad
bury’s for the firstime en masse. Here we inspected our great sciehti- 
fictionalibrary aswelas Bradbury’s personalibrary of bks & mags. Ray is 
a specialist in Buck Rogers strips. Another Ray was present--Ray Harry- 
hausen, puppeteer—whose claim to fame lies in the fantastic scientifact 
that at the presentime he has seen KING KONG 32 times! Harryhausen also 
is producing an amateur scientifilm from his own script & with his- own 
models, an into-the-past plot involving the end of Atlantis! ’ He bro't his 
pet brontosauras model with him, a dog-(daschund)-sized dinosaur of- re
alistic apearance wich bewilderd Ray B’s "Scotty” quite a bit, especialy 
when Brad woud ventriloquize a bark out of ’’Bronty”. Seen was T. Bruce 
Yerke’s 3-pg foto-illustrated fact article on the menace of mechanization 
in the tobacco industry (’’Tubby”/recently has taken to the pipe, wich 
praps accounts for his investigations along this line), oublisht in the 
Sep ishof The Technocrat mag; heard, the ”Casy Coffin Hr”, renderd on 
the radiofonograf, a thoroly funny transcription by Bruce & 3 other Ange- 
nos. Also playd (under protest) were recordings by the inimitable (thank 
heaven!) ”Rodobo” (Ray Douglas Bradbury), & a not-bad, in fact quite 
thrilling, impression of the Invisible Man by Ed Barrera. Ray & 4e also 
tosst dialog back & forth at each other from Things to Come with music 
from the film forming a fitting background. Advance copys of the first 
Future Fiction & new Weird vzere around, & general discussion, was the or
der of the informal meeting* Pogo, Morojo, Russ Hodgkins & others of 
course were present.

At our first regular meeting in Sep final decision, 
after 5 wks’ discussion, was made on the LASFL’s official opinion on the 
infamous Exclusion Act of the Nycon, or New York Convention. This reac
tion apears in the present Voice of the Imagi-nation, #3, organ of the 
LA leag. 2d important topic was“The reading of the communications from
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the Chairman of the Chicon' (Chicago Convention) Committee & its Corres
ponding Secretary-Treasurer* 5 of those present immediately xprest 
their intentions of attending the affair of '40, those being Pogo, Russ. • 
Hodgkins, Ray Bradbury, Moro jo & 4SJ, who further signifyd their* sincer
ity 'ey paying dues for the Convention-sponsoring organization, the mini 
Fantasy Fictioneers, to Forrest J Ackerman';- official Western Representa
tive of same. Advance copys of Unknown & Startling were in evidence, & 
Russ had brot a beautifuly & profusely illustrated edition of "Salome" & 
the ultra-weird "Worm Ouroubus" for all to oh-&-ah at. Also on hand' was 
a large envelope of identifyd snapshots from sundry sources, fotos from- 
Nycon Wk. 5 ladys were present. It was learnd that Kuttner is doing a 
navel for Weisinger & that if 'Peter Manx' proves popular enuf Hank & Art 
Barnes will continue to collaborate as Kelvin Kent, & the 3d in this 
Whirl Series may b called "Shanghai Jester"!

Sunday, 11 Sep, "brunch"- 
'(11 o'clock, combo of breakfast & lunch) was servd a bunch of stfans at 
•"Castle Stoneybroke" in Laurel Canon Calif, home of Robt Heinlein & wife- 
Leslyn* Bob has just clickt’again with Campbell on "Vine & Fig Tree" • ' 
'(working title to b changed) , a serial wich will follow the "Gray Lensmaii’ 
’Bfor the day was done the-house held 13 & much fun was had by all. • Pre
sent also was Elm^w Wentz, aspiring fantasy authoress, who currently is 
^working at the Roach Studios in conjunction with production of the- pre- 
Jhistoric picture "1,000,000 BC". When Elma mentiond having a friend who 
{once wrote for Wonder it developt that recently arrived in LA is Jno 
|Scott Campbell, enthusiast!cly rememberd for "The Infinite Brain" 
Quarterlyarn "Beyond Pluto". Efforts will b made to persuade-Mr Camp
bell to attend the Leag. -The day at Heinlein's was whiled away' reading 
mss of Bob’s & Bradbury' s, with Technocracy from Hodgkins & Yarke,-' occas
ional Esperanticonversation on the part of Morojo & "Erdstelulov"& a • 
little Foo for good measure thrown in by Hi Priestess, Pogo. In the eve 
some of the fans went to fantasy films, "On Borr'owd Time" & a revival of 
"Things to Come" being in town at the same time along with others. The 
Heinleins hope to b able to attend the Chicon.

"Hu, tio estas cio!" - "Thatrfs all, folks!" - Fino..... 
*********************************  ***************** ****************** *****

AMERICA'S ONLY SEMI-PRO SCIENCE FICTION FAN MAGAZINE.... I

A N N 0 U 'NCI N G'* ***** ******* * ****** ****** * * ** **** ******* it
* * * * * * * * * * * ♦
****** * * * * ****** * * * * ****** *

* * * * * * * * * * * *
****** * * * * * ****** *** * ****** *

T H E :TT A G .AZIN EUN I QU E । ♦
Large size. 8 " X 11" Twenty slick pages...,!

Astronomical Covers! Zinc and Half-tone Illustrations. Astro
nomical Cover through Courtesy of Yerkes Observatory!
All the pro authors! All the fans! COPYRIGHTED! Limited, supply*
20 Cents per issue- 3 for 50cents- 7 for
Editor: W. Lawrence Hamling A £CSFL Publication .
"STARDUST"; 2609 A.rgyle, Chicago, Illinois.

(Advertisement)*******-*******************************♦**********************************
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0 SEX AMD STF by Q
q Donald A. Wolheim o

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0
Since Marvel Science Stories' 

threw the issue of sex squarely 
into the laps of science fiction 
with its blatant spicy tales in 
its premier issue, the topic is 
one that has been cropping up ste
adily in fan circles,

1" rather suspect that the aver
age fan tends to shy clear of the 
issue, probably because he is act
ually either none too willing to 
commit himself or else he hates to 
reveal a lack of knowledge. The 
subject of sex is actually the 
whole subject of psychology, the 
whys and wherefores of many thingy 
and when dealing with the specif
ic attitudes of the adherents of 
escape literature, we are tread
ing on very delicate ice indeed.
- One fan editor rejected an ar

ticle touching on sex on the 
grounds he doubted his readers vere 
familiar with the subject. In an
other magazine a brief controversy 
flared up upon the question of the 
rather over-great emphasis on sex 
made by a couple of fans—primari
ly Robert Lowndes. Lowndes, how
ever, runs toward the erotic as a 
result -of his poetic inclinations 
and his would-be Baudelairesque 
poses. I am not going to psycho- 
analize Doc here either.

’’Sweetness & Light” that danger
ous magazine from the West Coast 
is raising a stir among the more 
hide-bound of our'fans. What its 
resultant will be, who knows? In 
any case, I do not expect that ary- 
thing will materialize' out of this 
-- openly. Rut the more mature or 
discerning or psychologicall^-in- 
formed of the fans can draw private 
observations that will be interes
ting indeed.

I do not think that anyone has 
ever made a poll of fans in regards 
to their sex-viewpoints and exper
ience---I do not think that anyone 
ever will-- or if he did I don’t
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think he could get any sort of hon
est answers (if he got answers at 
all) or be capable of drawing all 
the conclusions from the results.

There is however one factor in 
this whole discussion of sex in sci
ence fiction. That is to say.to 
bar sex entirely would be decidedly 
wrong. One half of the human race 
is female, the other half is male. 
To bar sex in practise means to bar 
the female from entering in fiction 
Which is to say to deny the exist
ence of one billion human beings. 
A denial which is quite absurd. Sci
ence fiction has enough.anomalies 
and enough flaws as i^.is. make 
it a practise to add such an unusu
al flaw would be quite damaging. It 
would also be decidedly an act ten
ding to warp fiction and fandom- to 
an extent greater and far worse 
than were magazines to make itprac- 
tise of running Kuttnerian spicy 
tales in every issue.

From another viewpoint, science 
and progress have steadily been 
working towards the emancipation of 
women from household or family drud
geries, and towards the bringing of 
them culturally up to the level of 
men. Which is to say any tale deal
ing with the future, if it depends . 
upon a normal advancement of. today’s 
science into the future,.should log
ically admit a considerable part of 
ibts characters, scientists, adven
turers, explorers, political leaders 
etc. to be women.. - •
Iff then there is any stand which 

fans can take on the subject of sex 
in science fiction without getting 
Freudian about it, it would be to 
take a science-progressive stand on 
it-- point out the direction in which 
the world is moving today as far as 
freedom of the sexes is concerned, 
and project your visions according- 
iy-

The End
O-O-O^O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O 
Coming in future issues: Parts 2 & 
3 of'J. Harvey Haggard’s • current san
ies; Forrest J. Ackerman, Robert A. 
Madle; Robert Moore Williams; Far- 
saci’s ’’Sidelights in Fantasy” which 
was squeeaed phi this issue; etc. 
Watch for the gala fifth issue ofAA!



JOI-IM W. CAMPBELL, JR. i writes in connection with his article: "I’m 
enclosing an ar fide-letter in reply to the direct .challenge of Croutch 
in AD ASTRA• #3---September issue,.... .Much of Croutch s comments are 
sound---but, like anyone', who hasn’t plowed through the vast masses of 
tripe an editor gets, he doesn’t realize how many ways a story can go 
spur-- extremely sour. It takes more than mere length and marvelous id
eas to make a yarn.” ' .

A bit of flattery from RALPH C. HAMILTON: "AD ASTRA improves, and- 
establishes itself as definitely of value that species_of'being.known 
as the science fiction fan. It is entertaining? interesting, and infor
mative; and though there are, of course, possibilities of improvement, 
these possibilities will doubtless be realized.” ((Honest folks, it’s 
•entirely unsolicited.’I Ye Ed))

Says ARTHUR L, WIDNER: ”The third issue of AD ASTRA arrived and was- 
read-some time ago, but I’ve just got around to writing about it....’Twas 
good, but I disagree•heartily with Les Croutch’s article. My own-article 
you’ll find enclosed, goes into details.... Cover was good but nothing

• special. The better fan artists could do as well with such a subgect.... 
. All the articles were good-- this word ’’good” is getting overworked, but 
-it describes the magazine---especially Warner's defense of Paul.’ After 
his back covers fhr Fantastic Adventures, he must be recognizedcas the

• tons., in color, at least. Heheh. Darrow left out Juhre as an AS cover 
artist....! don’t think you should stick exclusively to articles.-• Some 
poetry and fiction should be allowed.. I’m speaking as a- reader. By.all 
means quit the double column business as it means fewer words. • And- bee • 
that.you keep your promise about enlarging AD LIB.” ((We’ve kept that 
promise, you’ll notice. But AA will print only non-fiction, for the- time 
being. There’s so little truly good fan fiction- and so- many fan mags 
devoted more or less exclusively to fiction, that AA will steer clear of 
it. We’ll concentrate on getting the best articles in the field.’ Ed.))

From Advisory Editor LESLIS A, CROUTCH in Canada; ’’The mimeoing 
this time looked to me like you had too much ink in it. The type was ov
erinked in spots and thus made it Ibok dark and smudgy... .You have receiv
ed many requests for all-across-the-page typing instead of the two column, 
I see. Certain types of articles and work will look better on a two-col
umn page and some better all-across. I’d s5y full length articles should 
be run all-across the page. ’Advertisements, short bits that would norm
ally cover but a half a page, short line poetry, etc., should be on a two 
column page, in tms way you save paper and put a greater wordage per is-

* •Another thing---maybe I’m Scotch and thus hate to see things wast
ed, but cut out that double space between paragraphs,. In 20 some odd

of-space. In my opinion, the articles rated 
vinncUo n or^?r of preference, (mine of course, being omitted for ob- 
(3) Viva La Fa^MaPs ^t Editorial.. .Palmerj (2) Why Not Paul? . .Warner; 
Reher+b ,1 ^5s!...Hornig; (4) Interview With Calkins.. .Meyer; (5)t Wright; (6) Sidelights in Fantasy.. .’Farsaci;W) fenyewtipi} -Sidelights... Madle; (8) Resume of Amazing.. .Darrow. The 
verse was nice, the better of thv two being "In Oceaaicn Depths" by Warner.
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((You’re right about wasting space-between paragraphs, We’ve- changed it 
allj and in so doing offer our readers far greater wordage than before. 
And, if you notice. AA has been working the two column and one column 
arrangements almosu as Croutch suggests. It in itself, adds variety to 
the pages of AD ASTRA, • ■ Editor))

Condensed from long letter from old faithful fan JOSEPH GILBERT: ■ • 
”Firs£ place goes to Leslie Ao Croutch for that rarities of rarities, an 
argument for the ^good old days” that was really sound. As he said, the 
tales of the past loom so large in our memories' because present day- stan
dards are so lowt,oPI’ll skip hastily over the article on our muscle-bo
und fnlindstrip hero, Buck Rogers, My opinions on the subject are dang
erously and explosively violent,,”Re-berth”, by- West Coast Ackerman was 
a piece on an effect that was another important anglxyof the Convention, 
We all form mer.tal impressions that usually are wrojigof pur corresponds 
ents and writers^ Why rot have'someone who actually attended the Con
vention to give us a word picture of a few of the more famous fans. How 
about it?j,.;at idea you have reprinting the covers of S-F mags’ first 
issues with guest editorials by their present day editors.0..1Jm still 
looking for another "Ad Astra”. The amateur poetry this issue looks it;” 
((4e Ackerman* we understand, will continue his Convention series in AA,’ 
so you’ll find the "word-photos” you requested in this and coming issues, 
Thanks for the kind words,1 (Mr, Gilbert said some nice things---too 
nice to print, in fact, in the unpublished portion of his letter-.) Ed,))

Fellow,editor TED DIKp7- of "Fantasy Digest” flashes: • "Latest AD 
ASTRA very nice. Since I mis sed out bn the 1st issue, I didn’t-mind the 
cover repeat. The plenographed page is a good idea. But try to- get a 
better reproduction. This one was a bit splotchy in parts. Use' the • * 
single column. Farsaci’s column O.K. if he would use more lesser known 
facts. 4e's all x. The Calkins interview was interesting. Glad to see 
that you’re using more of that type.” • • ’ •
((Something went hay-wire on one half of our pianograph job. We’ll try 
and get unifomm quality from now on. See front cover,. Editor again))

GEORGE P, CALVERT writes:' ”1 do not want print- all the way across
, the page. Mimeographing is hard enough to read without trying to- follow a whole line ac-’?bs the page. It is a unique feature of your guest edi
torial to reproduce old covers. However since*you are printing them, why 
not use a good plate?’ The reproduction in my copy is'plain black and . . 
white and has few half-tones. I would like to see you feature columns of. 
off-trail news and Sidelights in Fantasy is a-good place for it.’ Just be
cause I haven’t given you any out-and-out praise, don’t think that I don’t 
.like AD ASTRA. It is a fine fan magazine and while comparatively new, in- 
my estimation it is in-the top rank.” - . . :

• ((AA would rather have good constructive criticizm than undeserving- praise 
for only with the readers’ comments can inb guide the policies of itself. 
We can’t see ourselves as others see us. Of course.... ahem...the praise 
will follow...  ’’ • •' me, Ye Ed)’)* ••

From LA and PAUL FREEHAFER: . ”AD ASTRA just arrived—it’s better than 
ever. Best article of the issue is Madle’s "Convention Sidelights”,,. th‘o 
I admit I’m prejudiced in favor of-convention articles. Ackerman’s "Re-/w 
berth” also-good. Farsaci’s column not as newsy as usual, but enjoyable. 
By all means'3 continue it, with noi? quite so many items that even I already 
know.”
((Ellay-es-ef-els always were very nice to AA. fooled ya J
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And now, from 4e Ackerman; Mo, 1 world-fan;' life subscriber, etc.’’Mind 
if I add my lip to your Ad Lib dept? "Convention Sidelites"- claimd my • 
immediate attn. & was the best article in the issue, I’thot. As anything 
about the Convention coud hardly fail to b of interest, however, such ar
ticles practicaly writing themselves, first place praps ritely shoud go 
to Larry’s "Sidelites in Fantasy". More of this sort, frend Farsaci.-

10c is a fair price indeed, I think, for xtras of the piece de resis
tance planograf repro of ’26 AmS’s first cover & U’ll find a couple of- 
dimes inclosed to cover a couple copys.

■I look a little askance at the- 
letter assertedly from "Dave Keene", LA", whose experience with AA is 
said to b his first with a fanmag. Boy, ever since that "Bristol"' Speer 
took me hook, 'line & donut (i.e.; sinker) in the Voice of the Imagi-nat
ion (’’Welcome, welcome I" I wrote, "to a new fan!") I have been very wary. 
It woudnt b Keene if Dave turnd out to b Kuttner!

Darrow?. deserves ap-- 
preciation for his statistix re AmS. I fear too few may realize what a 
lot of work can b involved in preparing such^a compact report. A pat on 
the back for Jack, • ’

I am in favor of columns clear across the pg, anything 
to make yed’s work easier.

I shoud like to noe if the signature apearing 
wi+h the Interview with Calkins is a facsimile of his autograf? ((No,- •' 
our own penmanship.. Ed)) Interview was OK; have same to say for Pa].- ' 
mer's Guest Editorial. WOW! I have just been'struck by a marvelous idea 
for a name for an Amazing News Column in AA: Call it-- EN RAP-PORT;

I take issue with Les Croutch's idea in "The Good Old Days"! length- is 
essential to a story to make it standout. He cites' "Who Goes There?", ■ 
"Survival" &c; but hi-ly praised also have been "Thru the Dragon Glass”-, 
"The Red Brain" & "Mana" more shorts!

I liked the poetry not-a-lot, but 
then, I am a bit averse to verse. • ;

"Karlo" Hornig come again! Now about 
something funny from U? I am thinking of your "Tempus Certainly Does 
Fidget" in Madge as I make this request.

• May your mag soar not only • 
"AD ASTRA", but, as Cummings once wrote, "Beyond the Stars"!" ' ' 
(( Letters from 4e need no editorial comment. me, ed))

R.D, SWISHER briefs: "The third issue was most interesting. How was the 
reproduction of the Amazing cover made, direct from the cover, or was the 
cover copied by hand? I’m sorry to hear that Krupa has been barred to 
you. Do they allow him to participate in any fan activities at all?...." 
((Cover reproduction was a planograf process which didn’t meet up to ex
pectations due to lack of black in the Paul cover. Better result-s this- 
time, you’ll note. Julian S. isn’t barred from fan activities by his 
exclusive contract with Ziff-Davis. But he can’t do direct work for fan 
mags.~ Our present cover job was something else yet... Editor))
J. HARVEY HAGGARD writes: "I really like AD ASTRA. Especially the il
lustrations, which naturally tops anything for covers of any fan maga
zines now in existence. And I like your choice of titles. I like to 
think that all s^f fans are groping, blindly perhaps, toward the stars. 
And that article regarding Krupa was especially enjoyable. The next • • 
number of the mag will be" looked forward to." 
((Thanks. ’ ' ' ed^
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HARRY WARMER, Jr., of SPACEWAYS reknown: "I’d appreciate it if you’d 
prins the following errata in the letter section, or some convenient 
place, even if you don’t use any ether parts of this letter: ? _ •
//To whom it may concern: I hereby apologize for having written the 
poem "In Oceanic Depths". It is awful, and no one knows it better than 
I: it'was written merely in h moment of weakness., Howeverj to make it 
worse, an entire lino was omitted from the printed version, thereby ru
ining what little form it once possessed. But, if you will insert at 
the end of the first "stanza" the line: "For now once-renowned Atlantis 
died" you may be able to make a little more sense- out of it.// 
((Honest, Harry, we apologize.... We hope we can avoid similar mistakes 
in the future. To continue with some more of WHJr’s letter:))

"The Good Old Days":'quite excellent; I’d rate it seven out of a pos
sible ten. (By the way, why not ask your readers to rate everything 
this way, thus making it possible to analize results? .I’m starting this 
in the next S. From one to ten for each thing in the issue.) Even tho 
I don’t always agree with Croutch, he says what he has to say in a nice 
manner, and speakd the truth in most cases. And something does need to 
be done about the situation; that’s definite.

"Viva La Fan Mags" rates eight. This is just about the best thing 
that any of the big names have turned out: written in a nice, friendly 
style, and-not giving the' affect of’padding’ such as many of your pro 
authors have radiated. Viva la Fornig!

Interview with Calkins: give it five^ Something is lacking that was 
evident in the-one with Krupa, a big improvement over the present one. 
If it weren’t for the interesting subject I fear it would be even low-- 
er. . .

"Re-berth": eight points. .Ackerman always turns out really good fan 
stuff, and if he has written any more impressions of the Convention such 
as these, and those already written, get him to send them to you-; I’m 
in favor'of the straight across idea, too* You get more wordage, and 
you don’t have the necessity of dividing words at such impossible places 
as: ’’str-cngelyUi and so on. -.All power to the. straight acrosser, the 
faction which is now led by me and me alone.

"Guest Editorial”: two. And that high rating is only gained- through 
the fact that it gave me a couple of hearty laughs. "Condensed Statist
ical Resume of Amazing”: five. Nothing that couldn't have been done by 
anyone who possessed a complete file, but evidently noone thought of it. 
It was- needed, too,^

"Convention Sidelights": six. Only fault is that now the Convention 
write-ups are beginning to duplicate each other quite a little, which 
may in time prove boreseme. But Madle does say one word of truth, at 
least-- that Ackerman is the greatest fan ever, despite ail others.

Ad Lib: seven. For pity’s sake, make this longer--- a lot longer..” 
((Is this issue's "AD LIB” long enotigh? Harry goes on for considerable 
length, but we had to stop as space is getting very low.----------Ed.)) - •

BOB FORMANEK post-cards: "This issue was really great. It surpassed the 
other two by far in reading material. The cover by Krupa was excellent, 
as his illustrations usually are. The really great thing about the mag 
was of course the guest editorial and 1st cover of fim.S. There’s anoth
er dept you want to be sure and continue. The interview was also swell. 
The other two really good articles were "Viva La Fan Mags” and Croutch’s 
"Good Old Days”. You have a really swell mag in AD ASTRA....” 
((We think so too. ’ Ye' ’Ed))With which we close up shop until next issue, inviting all your comments 
on this issue...for AD-ALIB. Send your letters early... avoid the rush.
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As a rule? fan editors lie aw* 
ake nights figuring out new and 
original excuses for their maga
zine's tardiness. Thus, fan mag 
readers are by now pretty much im
mune to long intervals between is
sues.. But, we must sincerely ap
ologize for AD ASTRA's erratic 
publishing dates, even though, in 
this case, the delay was unavoid
able. Your editor was kept very 
much on the go during the past few 
months? with several trips to oth
er cities, increased fan-activity, 
along with numerous pressures ill 
and out of science fiction. Added 
to-^is was a slight setback in 
certain material coming in late... 
or, in one case, not at all.

But in spite of all that, we’re 
genuinely proud of this issue of 
AD ASTRA. We have, with each is
sue improved 100%, until now, AA 
begins to shape itself into the 
magazine we originally intended it 
to be, A reader commented: "don't 
ballyhoo future numbers of your 
magazine..." We haven’t...too 
much, anyway. We’ve gone ahead 
with our plans in comparative sil
ence, here and there dropping a 
hint of things to come. It was 
hard remaining quiet about this 
issue; it’ll be that much more so 
on future issues. With your con
tinued support...but wait and seel

Let’s compare #3 AD ASTRA with 
#4. You asked for a larger read
er’s column. So it is. More pqges 
and neater format. Check. Long
er articles. In this issue we av
erage over 500 words per page.

You didn’t plan on the double 
cover, nor on the magnificent Kru
pa drawing, reproduced so effect
ively. Who expected this big line 
up? Not just big names...but top- 
notch material too. We want your 
comment on those things....sugges
tions for improvement and your in
dividual ratings of the articles. 
Let’s hear frcm YOU!

In the latter part of the sum
mer, your editor undertook several 
trips in which the great pleasure- 
of meeting science fiction person-1 
ages such as E.E.Smith, Bob Tucker, 
Sully Roberds, was had. Public 
thanks are in order to those fans 
for being shown a- wonderful time. 
The first in the series was a three 
day visit to Bob Tucker in Bloom
ington. Here, your editor was win
ed and dined urofusely...met both 
Bob and Sully" for the first time, 
discussed all phases of fandom,and 
made vA'y important plans, to be 
mentioned latwr. Incidentally, 
this was a hitch-hike solo hop (120 
miles). • ' :

A short while later (2 days) ye 
ed announced plans for- a longer ven
ture to Jackson, Michigan, home of- 
EESmith. Fan-friend Erle Korshak -• 
accompanied on this 200 mile‘affair 
and after ten eventful hours, the 
goal was reached. This, too, last
ed three days...among the most-en
joyed hours ever spent. The com
plete manuscript to "Gray Lensman" 
was read...before it had seen print 
and after the time had flown too 
fast...the return trip to Chicago 
was made. Naturally, it would be - 
impossible to go into any kind of 
detail in this editorial that would 
do justice to either trip.

Then, a vzeek later, Erle Korshak 
and ye ed went via hitch-hike on a 
return visit to Bloomington. Then 
and therej the "Illini Fantasy Fic- 
tioneers", a state-wide fan organi
zation •sponsoring the Chicago 1940 
Science Fiction Convention. Office1? 
cers to the club were elected, and 
the Convention machinery was thrown 
into high gear. Another great time 
was had, during which, the first 
"Barnyard Conference" in S-F was 
held in a nearby farm owned by Tuc
ker . relatives. (Also superb fried 
chicken dinner!) Details of the IFF 
were worked out on a full stomach, 
and matters dealing with the Conven
tion were attended to in anticipa
tion of this huge fan event. (Coit’d)
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As this is being written, the' 
IFF has been rapidly .working the 
Convention into' shape.’. The mem
bership is open to all fandom, al
though only Illinois fans may ac
tively. participate'in.executive " • 
matter? of the IFF, such as Vot
ing and holding office. Outside 
of that, priviledges .are the same 
to all fans who join regardless 
of their residence. I •

Dues.per one year are -50/. This 
entitles the member to a year’s 
subscription to the regular__IEF. 
organ, the ’’Fantasy Fictioneer”, 
to free IFF and' Convention Advert
ising stickers for personal corres^4 
pondence, the right to place free 
ads in the club- ngan, receipt of a 
membership card, end many other 
special priviledges. Joining the 
IFF is literaly, buying a;- large, 
active share in the 1940 Conventicn 
and even if it is a foregone con
clusion that you can’t actually be 
at the affair (but never give up 
hope), you’ll still want to•join 
for the special priviledges, if 
for nothing else. For fuller de
tails, write the Corresponding Sec
retary-Treasurer (Richard I. Mey
er) %IFF, 3156 Cambridge Ave., 
Chicago. ’

Your editor, having been in par
ticularly close touch'with 1940 
Convention affairs from the begin-, 
ning, was elected Chairman of the 
Convention Committee, so readers of 
AD ASTRA will have an ”in” on the 
latest news and developements. Bob 
Tucker, in Bloomington, Illinois, 
is Director of the.IFP; SulTv~Rob- 
erds, also of Bloomi^on, was el
ected Club Editor, Erle Korshak, 
who has taken temporary residence 
in Nev/ York City,'is Executive Ad-' 
visor. As you-may or may not' know 
Forrest J Ackerman is officinal Wes
tern Representative...has been do
ing a yoeman’s share; Erle Korshak 
represents the IFF in the East.... 
until.his return to Chicago this 
Xmas........

Unfortunately, Thrilling Wonder 
was unable to get its Guest Editor

ial in on time, due probably to the 
extra pressure caused by the ^‘Pli
cation of their new S-F magazine. 
Captain Future, featuring a novel • 
by Manly Wade Wellman. This.will 
appear regularly with a continuance 
of' the•adventures of Capt. Future, 
patterned somewhat after ”Doc Sava
ge”, ”Shadow”, and other continued 
character novels. Best of luck... 
Then, of course, TWS going monthly 
is big news, also.. Incidentally, 
TWS has been extending a helping 
hand to the fan-field in the like
able •manner of sending regular, new
sy letters to most fan magazines, • 
advising of coming line-ups, latest • 
news, etc. AD ASTRA, although, not 
a ”hews” magazine, really appreciate/ 
this service...diseminates the news 
received throughout Chicago.

However, we will have to skip' 
Mort Weisinger’s Guest Editorial, to 
keep the schedule straight. This 
issue IS dedicated to THRILLIN WON-' 
DER STORIES. A condensed statistical 
resume of TWS will be found elsewhe
re in this issue. Next issue will 
be respectfully dedicated to ASTOUN
DING. .. .with, we hope, a guest edit
orial by Editor Campbell.

We must thank Mr. Sam Gold, who, 
if we might pun at this time, has a 
heart of gold! Although not a S-F 
fan in the true.sense, he subscrib-. 
ed to AD ASTRA for life-. ..$5. To 
that fact you must attribute the ex
ceptional-quality of this issue. 
Thank you, again,' And 4e Ackerman 
must share that honor, even though 
we did mention it before..! believe. 
While‘in N.Y.C. he tendered a $5 
bill to your editor....  so after 
they had revived your editor...he 
was able to thank 4,e...over and over, 
and now, publicly. But, I gurgle.

Now, let’s see; Have I covered 
everything? Well, I might mention 
that shortly after this number goes 
to print, your editor, Meyer, Marc- 

. onsite, Warner, and perhaps others 
are all piling in Bob Tucker’s- car, 
and journeying en masse to the Philly 
Conference! See you next issue!
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(Watch for more photo’s 
in coming issues)
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of course we didn’t really r\X\\w^
mean that.’--- We meant:

You see, dear boys and girls of fantasy land, and we even might also 
include readers of Fantasy hews, we have a message for you.’ Now , it 
isn’t a message of Christmas Greetings, nor the glad tidings that T. 
Bruce 1erke ’s Tecnocracy has at last overthrown the capitalistic sys
tem and ^ecnocracy reigi ns supreme--  no, nothing as dull as all that.
This message comes from the mode, t little hamlet of Bloomington,Ill. 
-- well known for it ’s Chinese quota, it seems that heretofore and 
whereas since last December, a small fan mag -or sheet- has been mak
ing the rounds, sa|d sheet known as ’’Lc Zombie1’'. Ah.1 You suspected 
so all along, didn t you chum? Well, skip to the next paragraph:
it has come to pass that this-hcrc ”Lc Zombie’1 was something of a pub
lic fancy-cat chor--  it was something, -er, novel, in the way of stf 
fan mags. Fans from Skowhegan, Maine to DOpcywood, California raved 
aloud and in letter over our little gem-of-tho-printing-pross.’At any 
rate, *'Lo Zombie’' became a success.’ it apnoarod several times as a 
supplement to Fantasy News, it enpearod once in the FAPA, and three 
numbers showed up in the super-super mag; NOVA.
And all this time our friends (and those who don’t think so) contin
ued to write us entreating letters, bogging, pleading, urging that 
good ole ''LcZ'1 come out more often. Four (the letters arc on file.’ ) 
fans stated plainly we were probably nuts to give it away free -- it 
was wort i good, filthy lucre, claimed they.’ Finally wo took tho hint. 
The first issue to go into the mails as a regular subscription meg 
did so last -.onday August, 2, or thereabouts; dated August ^Fh. The 
response was surprising.’ Did gad-about '‘loZ*’ became a bawling,healthy 
brat J a tasty dish for werewolves J ”LcZ” now publishes bi-wcoklyJ
Issue /10, which was that August 5^ number, and issue #11, which was 
the August 19th number, are published and past by the time you read 
this- even perhaps the Sept, 2nd issue, #12. All the more reason you 
should jump on the wagon now before any more issues slip away.... . 
back numbers arc non-oxistant.’ Try a trial subscription to ”Lc Zombie” 
-- three issues for a dime---same ns Fantasy Nows J
IN cONTKNTS, ”Le Zombie” has tho most original and refreshing material 
in fnndoml First of all, ’’DcZ” prints photographs of fans) Something 
no other fan magazine docsl On'the opposite side is a reprint of tho 
cover of #10, with the photo of Tod Carnell. ”LcZ” delivers the goods.’ 
it’s interior pages arc tho vampire’s drawers.’ Sticking to it’s sub
title of ”Tucker’s Candid Comment”, it gives forth news and views in 
juicy paragraphs and departments.... in a brand-new style.’ Throe feat
ures grace it furthermore: ”Thc Ama tour Press” (about fan magazines) 
’’pro stuff'1 (not nt all what you think.’) and tho popular page of 
’’Personals” • -- itcips about you, lifted from letters.
uLo Zombie” published ovory-othcr-wuck by Bob Tucker and °ully Robards. 
If you have never saw a copy, send a postcard for a free sample. ’Wo 
suggest however, that you mail a dime at once, fort he next 3 issues.

--  A Cosmic Publication --
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AD ASTRA********************************* 
* *
* AMONG OUR ADVERTISERS... *
* (Full page $1: half page *
* 50c; and quarter page 25c) *
*********************************

Something NEW! Fantasy’s newest 
fanmag, ’’FANFARE”, featuring in 
its first issue such well-known 
fanwriters as'Moskowitz, Pong, 
Frome, Warner, Kerr & Tucker. Oth
er features include humor-laded 
stf gag cartoons & two stf comic
strips entitled: ’’Adam Apple” & 
equally humorous "Professor Syn” 
& good illustrations for the con
tributions that required them. A 
limited number mimeod, so hurry 
and secure this first issue obtain
able at a dime a copy from: 
Francis Paroj 125 West Sixth St., 
South Boston, Mass. •; t • •.... .
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0
ANNOUNCING: ’’The Golden Atom” I 
Price: 10/ per issue; 3 issues for 
25/. Free swap column, among many 
other features. Elmer Weinman; 
57 Lyndhurst St., Rochester, N.Y, 
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0
SPACEWAYSI The magazine that took 
1st place in Tucker’s fan mag poll, 
presents its gala eighth issue! 24 
perfectly mimeod pages, special, 
thick double cover with drawing by 
Giunta...material by Lowndes, Eric 
Frank Russell’s "Fort - the Colos
sus”, 'Weaver Wright,'Leslie F. 
Stone, Frederik Pohl; Joseph Mit
chel Boyer, Anderson, Faraaci, and 
a horde of others. It’s a dime a 
copy, but 3 issues for 25c is the 
best bet. Hurry that subscription 
to: Harry Warner, Jr; 303 Bryan 
Place; Hagerstown, Md............
O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O
Your mail-box should be receiving 
William H. Groveman’s ’’FANTASEER”. 
If not? take steps to remedy this 
situation by subscribing. 5c per 
copy; 40c per year. One of the 
last ’’hecto” mags left, and climb
ing with each issue. Send to: 
William H. Groveman; 18 Maryland 
Ave.; Hampstead, New York........ 
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0

. Page #25. 
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
FANTASCIENCE DIGEST! On your requi
red subscription list. Now, its 
tenth issue rings the bell! A look 
at its'contents page: Ralph Milne 
Farley, Joseph Mitchel Boyer, Harry 
Warner, Jr., Mark Reinsberg; Robert 
A. Madle, Milton A. Rothman, Fred W 
•Fischer.... 30 large size, carefrl- 
ly mimeod pages;'cover by John Gi- 
uhta; and..-.well, see for yourself. 
15/ per copy, 2 issues for 25/, an J 
75/ per year. Robert A. Madle; 333 
E. Belgrade Street-,• Philadelphia.Pa, o2o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-d-o-o-o-o-o-o-O-o 
SAY FANS! Don’t overlook ’’New Adam”. 
Ray should drop-'us that extra eopy • 
for this ’’plug” j but it’s all on- the 
legit. $2...you can’t go wrong. -You 
demanded it! You got it!- Now get 
it! -Weinbaum’s masterpiece now av
ailable to all. Send cash, to AMAZ
ING right NOW!. • • • ........... ......♦•
O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-OrOrO-O.-O
WANTED; 1st issues of AD ASTKA. 
Will give latest issue out for any 
and all copies, of #1,AA.. . Mark, . 
Reinsberg; % AD ASTRA.t • 
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0~0-p ‘ 
NOW IN NEW YORK:’ M. Korshak, dealer 
in Science & Weird Fiction, offering 
even greater fantasy-values than was 
possible before. Send for- complete 
price-list; no obligation. M. Kor
shak; 150 East 91st Strj New York, 
N.Y.
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-P-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0
YAGOTTAGET: FANTASY DIGEST! Now, 
mimeographed.. . over 24'pages. This- 
issue contains Kuttner, Moskowitz,- -• 
Korshak, Sullivan, Haggard, Ackermar^ 
Warner, Farsaci.... and But isi't 
this enough. Investigate with a 10c 
piece; better yet, 3 issues for 25c. 
Ted Dikty, 3136 Smith St; Fort Wayne 
Indiana....
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
A PERSONAL TIP: Join the "Illini 
Fantasy Fictioneers”, sponsors of 
the Chicago 1940 World Science Fic
tion Convention. Write to: Corres
ponding Secretary-Treasurer; 3156 
Cambridge Ave.-, Chicago, for full 
information.
C^nCAGO IN 1940J World S4F Convention *************************************




